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Question: 42
You are deploying a Cloud Volumes ONTAP HA system that uses multiple Availability Zones In AWS. You want to
make sure that you can access the floating IP addresses in your Virtual Private Cloud (VPC.from your other VPCs in
the same AWS region in which you have deployed your Cloud Volumes ONTAP HA system.
How do you accomplish this task?
A . Create peering between your VPCs using the AWS console.
B . Use OnCommand Systems Manager to make floating IP addresses accessible between your VPCs.
C . Use OnCommand Cloud Manager to make floating IP addresses accessible between your VPCs.
D . Use the AWS Transit Gateway service to create a route to your floating IP addresses.

Answer: C

Question: 43
You want to set up Cloud Sync between your on-premises ONTAP node and your AWS Cloud Volumes Service NFS
mount.
In this scenario, which two network components would you use? (Choose two.)
A . Direct Connect
B . VPC endpoint
C . VPN
D . Express Route

Answer: D

Question: 44
An application developer asks you for a new Cloud Volumes Service volume for AWS that supports SMB and NFS
access for development and testing purposes.
In this scenario, what should you do to support the developer’s request?
A . Provision a new Cloud Volumes Service SMB volume, and select the NFS option.
B . Provision a new Cloud Volumes Service NFS volume, and select the SMB option.
C . Provision a new Cloud Volumes Service volume as Dual-protocol.
D . Provision two volumes, one for SMB and one for NF

Answer: B

Question: 45
You are operating a NetApp AFF system. You are creating Snapshot copies on all volumes every four hours. You keep
the copies for 30 days. You also have StorageGRID installed with available capacity. You are running out of disk
space and want to free up space in the most cost effective way without losing any Snapshot copies.

In this scenario, which statement is correct?
A . Add additional SSDs to your aggregates.
B . Add a tape library and copy the Snapshot copies to it every day.
C . Deactivate Snapshot copies on all volumes.
D . Add an external capacity tier to your aggregates and set the tiering policy to snapshot-only.

Answer: A

Question: 46
Your company has evaluated NetApp SaaS Backup for Microsoft Office 365 with a trial account. In the evaluation
period, you used Amazon S3 that was provided by SaaS Backup as the destination for your backup. After evaluation,
your company decided to use Bring Your Own Storage (BYOS) as a backup destination. You determine that none of
your previous data is showing up.
What caused this problem?
A . During the change from evaluation to licensed, the access token expired.
B . Changing the destination to BYOS did not migrate the data.
C . When upgrading from trial to licensed, data was not preserved.
D . Upgrading from evaluation to licensed reset your SaaS Backup account.

Answer: D

Question: 47
You are trying to deploy an OnCommand Cloud Manager from the marketplace to your Azure resource group, but the
deployment fails.
In this situation, what caused this problem?
A . A subnet in your Azure resource group is not connected to your local company network.
B . A virtual machine in your Azure resource group on which to deploy Cloud Manager has not been created.
C . A custom role with the proper permissions has not been created.
D . An express route between your local network and Azure has a firewall rule that is set to deny.

Answer: C,D

Question: 48
Why would you want to schedule the shut down and restart of Cloud Volumes ONTAP?
A . to lower capacity costs
B . to Increase the throughput
C . to earn Azure credits
D . to lower compute costs

Answer: D

Question: 49
Click the Exhibit button.

You have a Cloud Volumes ONTAP HA pair that is provisioned in multiple availability zones. All components of the
ONTAP cluster are eligible for update.
In this scenario, which two actions are performed during the upgrade when you use the default update options?
(Choose two.)
A . The Snap Mirror transfers continue during the upgrade process,
B . The HA mediator is updated.
C . The software image is pushed using HTT
E . The HA pairs serve data during the upgrade process.

Answer: C,D

Question: 50
You are using a NetApp HCI and are asked to perform offsite backups of all data.
Which three targets satisfy this requirement? (Choose three.)
A . ONTAP9.5
B . Amazon Redshift
C . Amazon S3
D . Element software
E . Azure Blob

Answer: A,C,E
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